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3DCoat is the one application that has all the tools you need to take your 3D idea from a block of digital clay all the way to a
production ready, fully textured organi 5d3b920ae0
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This software is a scam, there is no way that real software would 100% crash,and/or corrupt every single file you import into it
within 10 minutes of using it. Don't get me wrong,it would be an amazing tool for retopo if you could use it for more than 5
minutes after which it glitches out. Camera stops working,your cursor will be drawn wherever you go with it (what is
this,Windows xp?). And if you dare to save it white it happens, after you've done a lot of topology work that you don't want to
go to waste, the file will be corrupted and you can start all over again.Sometimes it crashes too. I've had this software for years
and it's always been like this, the dev still hasn't fixed it (hence the low "playtime",I just bought other software that actually
works). So yeah,save your money and buy something else instead.. This software is a scam, there is no way that real software
would 100% crash,and/or corrupt every single file you import into it within 10 minutes of using it. Don't get me wrong,it would
be an amazing tool for retopo if you could use it for more than 5 minutes after which it glitches out. Camera stops working,your
cursor will be drawn wherever you go with it (what is this,Windows xp?). And if you dare to save it white it happens, after
you've done a lot of topology work that you don't want to go to waste, the file will be corrupted and you can start all over
again.Sometimes it crashes too. I've had this software for years and it's always been like this, the dev still hasn't fixed it (hence
the low "playtime",I just bought other software that actually works). So yeah,save your money and buy something else instead..
This software is a scam, there is no way that real software would 100% crash,and/or corrupt every single file you import into it
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